
WELCOME TO A 100% ORGANIC, 100% AUTHENTIC SPIRIT

Working with our international partners Maison & Velier, we are proud to bring this unique Spirit to South 
African shores for the very first time! Gargano and Biondi from Velier discovered this un-touched Spirit, 
Clairin, on a trip to Haiti, in essence, it’s a “raw” rum….

Crafted for decades in the same way using only freshly pressed cane juice.  The Spirit captured at the end of 
the simple distillation process, is filled with wild, “terroir-influenced” flavour. No machines have interfered, 
no technology has intervened and no flavours or additives have been added. This is simply what the Haitians 
have been doing for decades, Clairin is considered to be the Mezcal of the Rum world, and we could not agree 
more…..

This fascinating Spirit with true authenticity and a story to tell, is now available on 
www.spiritssouthafrica.co.za, if you are a curious Spirit drinker, grab yourself a bottle, this unique 
expression will delight and surprise!

The Navigate Team

Don’t worry, you are not alone, this is very much a “lesser-known” 
Spirit…Haiti has hundreds of farmers all over the tropical, remote island. 
Some of the local farmers chose to make a Spirit to enjoy in their 
communities. This Spirit is made with Sugar Cane juice. The (naturally 
organic) Sugar Cane is harvested by hand, zero machinery, in the areas 
where they live. This will of course be influenced by key factors; including 
type/ variety of the Sugar Cane, and the Terroir, aka location, soil type and 
climate (similar to the way wine is influenced by the type of grape and its’ 
terroir).  All of these factors influence what flavour profile is “squeezed” out 
of the Sugar Cane. 

The steps to creating Clairin are “simple” 

Each Clairin released is given a name, the name of the owner/distiller. South 
Africa has the Clairin distilled by the lovely Mr Sajous, hence Clairin 
Sajous….With only 214 bottles available in SA ( bottled at 56.8%), if you are 
interested in great Spirits, then you don’t want to miss out on this gem.  
Tasting notes that range from spices and medicinal nuances on the nose, to 
exotic pineapple and candied grapefruit and spice on the palate, to a 
mouth-watering finish of  sweet herbaceousness.

R1,195.00

Follow us on social media for an up-to-date list of stockists.

Established in 2020, Navigate World Whisky™ (Pty) Ltd is a distributor of world-class fine spirits with the 

ambition of bringing excellence to the market. We are the proud representatives in Southern Africa of several 

iconic distilleries and brands, in addition to our exclusive NWW bottlings.
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WAIT…. SO WHAT EXACTLY IS CLAIRIN?

CLAIRIN SAJOUS – AGED 41 MONTHS

VIEW IN BROWSER

CLAIRIN, THE SPIRIT OF HAITI

A new, yet traditional & ancient Spirit!

The Sugar cane is harvested (by human hand and assisting animals)

The Sugar cane is then crushed to extract the juice.

The freshly extracted Sugar Cane Juice then enters Wild 
Fermentation (aka, zero yeast is added, it all happens naturally)

The fermented liquid then enters a rather rustic distillation process to 
increase the alcohol content. 

And at the end of distillation, you have Clairin! A spirit distilled only in 
Haiti by local Haitians. Simple.

Some Clairin’s go into a maturation process in ex-bourbon casks to 
enhance and deepen flavour profiles. “Our” Clairin Sajous is aged for 41 
months in an ex Evan Williams bourbon barrel.

The Mezcal of 
the Rum World!

MR SAJOUS 

CHELO DISTILLERY

BUY NOW
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